This paper gives description about methodology to understand parallel English-Hindi sentences using word alignment. This methodology is foundation to develop the parallel EnglishHindi word dictionary after syntactically and semantically analysis of the English-Hindi source text. Methodology of proposed system is used for the English and Hindi sentences; also the methodology can be used for other languages. Outsized parallel corpus of English-Hindi pair language is not frequently available. Development is based on two strategies to solve this problem. First is normalization of tagged English sentences and Hindi sentences. Second is mapping EnglishHindi sentence using parallel English-Hindi word dictionary. Fortunately word alignment is clearly known and few aligning algorithms are without restraint accessible.
INTRODUCTION
Over all main idea of mapped English-Hindi parallel sentences is in English-Hindi example based machine translation (EBMT). EBMT systems are very helpful in translating same sentences, and so often used in domaindependent translation, for example translating user manuals [2] .
Dictionary approach (training data) prepares trained data of system for collecting rules to local word grouping in English and Hindi sentences [1] . Dictionary provides easiest mapping of English-Hindi parallel sentences using dictionary. English and Hindi languages have different sentence structure. Sentence structure of English is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) and the sentence structure of Hindi is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV).
A lot of times the number of words in parallel English-Hindi is not same. Such sentences of English-Hindi have to normalize before mapping. Ambiguities are also in mapping. Many English words are of dissimilar Hindi meaning. Mapping is performed along with every character into English and Hindi alphabets [3] . This paper explains one to one mapping of English-Hindi sentences.
Proposed system contains two stages. Firstly inputs EnglishHindi sentences are normalized and afterward mapping is carried out. English-Hindi sentences of proposed system have been trained on training data to obtain normalized sentences by English-Hindi multi-words expression. Normalized English-Hindi sentences have been mapped by English-Hindi Dictionary in proposed system. English words are usually in dictionary kept with part of speech (POS). Parts of speech tagging is necessary to syntactic parsing. Syntactic parsing is study of text or sentence to find out sequence of words called tokens, and to choose its grammatical structure with available grammatical rules [4] .
In organization of paper, section 2 will explain flowchart of proposed system, section 3 will illustrate tagging of English sentences, section 4 will brief normalizations of English-Hindi Sentences, section 5 will explain mapping of normalized English-Hindi Sentences and section 6 will conclude the paper.
FLOW CHART OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
In proposed system, firstly parallel English-Hindi Sentences are saved in input file. Hindi sentences are saved in UTF-8 encoding format. Secondly, English sentence has been tagged with POS (part of speech) by software GENIA Tagger. Thirdly, English-Hindi sentences have been normalized using English-Hindi MWE dictionary. Fourthly, English-Hindi sentences have been mapped by English-Hindi dictionary. Lastly, mapping score to alignment of English-Hindi sentences has been saved in output file.
The whole thought of flow chart has been shown in Figure 1 . The first procedure of flow chart is input of English-Hindi parallel sentences. Secondly, tagging of sentences is prepared using part of speech tagging (POST). Normalization is based on using English-Hindi MWEs. Tagging and normalization are related to training part of proposed system. Lastly output of aligned and one to one mapping is obtained using EnglishHindi dictionary and saved with gained mapping score. 
TAGGING ENGLISH SENTENCES
Parts-of-speech tagging (POS tagging or POST) is the procedure of marking up the words in a text (corpus) as corresponding to a particular POS, based on both its meaning, as well as its context i.e. relationship with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. GENIA tagger is free of charge to download from internet. It has been used in proposed EBMT system for tagging input sentences. It is used to POS tagging, tokenization and etc [5] . The input-output of tagging English sentences have specified in Table1. It takes input of English sentences and gives output of each sentence with POS Tagging (POST). 
NORMALIZATION OF ENGLISH-HINDI SENTENCES
Normalization of English-Hindi sentences is desirable to align and detect multi word expressions (MWEs) and to remove ambiguity to number of words in English-Hindi parallel sentences.
Normalization is performed using English-Hindi multi-words expression dictionary. A multiword expression (MWE) is known as out of word boundaries and used underscore "_" in words sequence. Table  2 .
Table 2: English-Hindi Multiword Expression
MWEs have been created using local word grouping where underscore is used in each space of word. For example: no_work is one MWE of English sentence. Each MWE reacts like one token of sentence, which is easy to map in one to one order. Tagging of POS in MWEs follows the POS of last word in MWE. E.g. no/DT work/NN-> no_ work/NN. Finally, one to one mapping has been become easier due to MWE. Normalized English-Hindi sentences create easier alignment using one to one mapping of English-Hindi sentences. Sample of English sentence normalization and Hindi sentence normalization has been described in Table 3 .
MAPPING ENGLISH-HINDI SENTENCES
After normalization of English-Hindi sentences, alignment using one to one (1:1) mapping has been performed using English-Hindi dictionary. English-Hindi dictionary has been explained in Table5. Saved input English-Hindi sentences are specified in figure 2 and figure 3 , Dictionary of English-Hindi words using tagging and MWEs are specified in figure 4 and figure 5. Finally aligned and mapped English-Hindi sentences have been explained in figure 6, implemented.
Trained English-Hindi sentences are very easy to map because these sentences are contain same meaning, sequence and grammar as specified in Table 5 . Final output is explained one to one mapping as shown in figure 6, implemented. Future work is left to study about more other type of alignment to English, Hindi and other languages.
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